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Seating configurations

Seating options

Space & Comfort» Several seating configurations, then when required, the ramp can be simply folded flat to increase the boot area.

Space & Comfort» Several seating configurations, then when required, the ramp can be simply folded flat to increase the boot area.
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The standard seating allows two front passengers and up to two rear seated passengers plus wheelchair occupant, depending on model of wheelchair. The
rear seats can be folded down to their original factory installed configuration, or removed one at a time to create more space. This offers true versatility in
the vehicle. The illustrations above, labelled ‘A, B & C’ show the available seating configurations.
The ramp is configured to offer a low ramp gradient, allowing the least effort possible to be used to push the wheelchair occupant into the vehicle.
You could even select the optional powered winch to pull the wheelchair into the back of the vehicle.
*Check with us for the suitability of your wheelchair

